FORMS OF WRITING IN THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD
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In the study of writing everything is problematic. I start by rehearsing some of the things which we do not know before I come to my more specific theme. First we do not know how to define writing. The problem is pressing: in 1980 one of the main authorities on ancient writing, I. J. Gelb, found it necessary to reconsider the definition of writing which he had supported since 1952 (Gelb 1963: 12); among his reasons for reconsidering the problem he listed the findings by Marschack (1972) and Schmandt-Besserat's (1977, 1979) about prehistoric systems of reckoning and perhaps writing which may go back as far as the palaeolithic period. It is difficult to predict whether Gelb's new definition: 'writing in its broadest sense is a recording system or device by means of conventional markings or shapes or color of objects, achieved by the motor action of the hand of an individual and received visually by another' (Gelb 1980: 22) will gain general acceptance. In practical terms, the philologist or linguist finds it often difficult to answer the questions posed by archaeologists or anthropologists: are these scratches or signs a form of writing? Any clear-cut criterion for decision hits against marginal cases. We may agree to suspend judgement and to start any inquiry by including only those forms of writing which are traditionally acknowledged as such; Gelb would label them as full writing or phonography and argue that their distinctive features are a close correlation with oral language, and the sequential order. This instantly leads us to problems of classification. Traditionally, 'natural' writing has been classified into pictographic (the signs are pictorial images of objects or events), logographic (the signs correspond to words), syllabic (the signs correspond to syllables), and alphabetic (the signs correspond to phonetic or phonemic segments). Is this correct? The partition is oddly reminiscent of the nineteenth-century classification of languages into isolating, agglutinative, and inflected, a classification which we partly retain but
which the specialist considers with deep misgivings. The comparison is particularly worrying when we look at the standard way of dealing with the question of origins. The traditional view is that writing starts in a pictographic form; it then develops first into logographic and then into syllabic writing; eventually the alphabet is created. Having thus reached perfection creativity stops; the alphabet, we are told, was created only once; after that it was borrowed. Here too we are forcefully reminded of the nineteenth-century attitude to languages. For a long period it was assumed that there was a ‘perfect’ language family—needless to say our own—and a number of ‘imperfect’ families, classified, as we have seen, into two main groups, agglutinative and isolating. The connection between the various types was seen in different manners: one version of the theory assumed regular progress from isolating to agglutinative to inflectional. An ill-defined idea of perfection plays a part in both theories, and both in the case of scripts and in the case of languages the classification and the presumed development are somewhat too tidy for comfort.

Another point for dispute concerns the connection between writing and language; traditionally, writing has been interpreted as secondary with reference to spoken language—an imperfect attempt to render speech. If so, communication in writing would in effect be communication in speech made through a replacement medium: in the same way a system of flash lights conventionally started and stopped can render the letters of the alphabet and is in essence writing done through a replacement medium. More recently, writing has been considered as an independent communicative code, a semiotic system with a status parallel to that of other systems (Cardona 1981: 21 ff.). Alternatively—and more helpfully—writing can be seen as a form of linguistic behaviour with similar status to that of speech; language is expressed either through writing or through speech—which may explain why we find written sequences which are never matched by verbal expressions, and vice versa (Vachek 1973: 14 ff.; McIntosh 1956, etc.). This does not exclude, of course, the existence of infinitely important links between speech and writing, but draws attention to the fact that they have to be separately identified and established for each script, each language, each period, and each society. At one extreme we have the so-called dead languages which, in some instances at least, are languages no longer spoken but still written: here writing is obviously indepen-
the alphabet is given a special status which marks it off from all other forms of writing. Thus, strangely enough, these modern views of literacy return to—or are based on—the nineteenth-century assumptions about the alphabet as the perfect repository of all wisdom.

So much for some of what is discussed: it is probably true, as has been argued, that both the history and the ethnography of writing must still be written. At present we can only ask general questions and look at details. Anyone interested in the Mediterranean area between the second and the first millennium BC is necessarily concerned with the relationship (differences and similarities) between the various types of writing available in what obviously was a melting pot of both languages and scripts. It is only, I suggest, if we make some headway in the discussion of these more limited problems that we can then consider the wider questions I mentioned above. Part at least of the views proposed is based on historical evidence discussed in turn by for example Havelock and Goody (see also Street 1984: 49 ff.); a return to the historical approach is not untimely.

Any attempt at comparing two or more forms of writing can be done, as it were, from the inside or from the outside: we may be concerned with the code or with the use of the code, the users, and their reactions or attitudes to it. In the first mode we shall compare, for instance, a syllabic writing system with an alphabetic writing system and try to define differences and similarities; it may prove necessary to do this while keeping in mind not only the nature of the writing systems to be analysed but also the nature of the linguistic systems concerned. In the second mode we shall enquire about the purposes for which each script is used and about the individuals who use it. Here we shall distinguish for example between scripts which are in use merely as reckoning or list-making devices and scripts with a wider range of uses; we shall also want to know for each script how many people were literate in it at any given moment, what grade of literacy they had, and what proportion they were of the community which used the script. Turning to the reactions and attitudes to writing we may ask whether users react for instance to syllabic writing in the same way in which they react to alphabetic writing; it may then be useful to see how in given communities the general attitudes to language compare with the general attitudes to writing: do people trust more the written word or the spoken word? Do they attribute magical power to spoken formulae or to written words? What is taken to guarantee immortality, the spoken or the written word, and so on? Work which needs to be done for a number of periods and areas but has rarely been done concerns the terminologies of writing and speaking. How far do they overlap at any given period and in any given area? Is the constant confusion between letter and sound, writing and saying, written and spoken word, which characterizes our language, only characteristic of fully literate and alphabetic cultures or is it also shared by other non-alphabetic cultures?

Finally, and at a higher level of generality, we shall want to know what difference it makes to any given society to have for example 1 per cent literate members versus 5 per cent or 10 per cent or 20 per cent or even 60 per cent. The extent of literacy may be linked with the prestige of literacy. Do people acquire prestige because they can write or do they not? And vice versa do people lose prestige because they cannot write? In our society it is possible to write sentimentally novels of the Mills and Boon type where a whole highly dramatic plot is built on the fact that a successful business man is illiterate and does not have the courage to reveal it to the world (Meadmore 1980); in seventh-century BC Assyria it was possible for Ashurbanipal, a great king, to boast (admittedly wrongly) that he was the first king who had ever learned to read and write (Driver 1976: 72 f., 238; Kraus 1973: 19). Obviously, until then at least, one did not lose face by being illiterate.

An analysis of these problems is well beyond the scope of my discussion—and in a number of instances the evidence is not available. In what follows I shall address myself to the more specific question of the difference between alphabetic and pre-alphabetic writing, with special reference to five forms of script all used roughly speaking in the Mediterranean area between the second and first millennia BC. My choice of evidence is determined to a large extent by a firm wish to use firsthand material and to keep linguistic, geographical, chronological, and sociological differences to the minimum.

The oldest script I shall consider is the mixed logographic and syllabic form of cuneiform used in Anatolia (modern Turkey) to write Hittite, an Indo-European language directly or indirectly attested during most of the second millennium BC. Cuneiform writing
was first developed for Sumerian, a Near Eastern language with no known cognates. As a result of cultural and to some extent political symbiosis the script was borrowed by the Semitic population of the area and adapted to write their language, Akkadian. In their turn the Hittites first borrowed it from Akkadian through a North Syrian scribal school in the eighteenth or seventeenth century bc. They introduced some simplifications and modifications but the full system consists of almost 300 signs of which more than 100 may indicate different syllables; the others are purely logographic, that is they indicate words. The syllabic signs are of the type $a$ (vowel only), $na$ (consonant + vowel), $an$ (vowel + consonant), and, more rarely, $kan$ (consonant + vowel + consonant). At the same time as the latest phases of Hittite writing we have in Crete, the island in the southern part of the Aegean, in the Peloponnese, and in continental Greece, the so-called Linear B, a script used to write an old form of Greek between c.1400 and 1200 bc. The script is syllabic with some 90 signs, mostly of the type $a$ (vowel) or $na$ (consonant + vowel); there are some 160 logograms but they play a limited role in our texts. The script is certainly borrowed from an older Cretan script, possibly developed for a local language, and we have the impression, no more than that, that a great deal of adaptation was necessary to make the script viable for Greek.

The third script, the so-called Hieroglyphic Hittite or Luwian (in both cases a misnomer), brings us back to Anatolia; the first monuments (mostly seals, stelae, rock inscriptions) are far from comprehensible and belong to the second part of the second millennium bc. Towards the end of this period and above all in the first three hundred years of the first millennium the script is in more frequent use as the official script of a series of small city states which survived the end of the Hittite Empire in Syria and southern Anatolia. The language of these later texts belongs to the Luwian subgroup of Anatolian and is very similar to Cuneiform Luwian, an Indo-European language closely related to Hittite, written in the Hittite cuneiform script and attested in the second millennium bc. The important point, however, is that the so-called Hieroglyphic script was devised for either Luwian or Hittite. We still do not know what made this invention necessary, since the Cuneiform script, which was used both for Hittite and for Luwian, was in existence at the time—with a far wider diffusion; it is possible that Hieroglyphic was devised for monumental purposes. The signs are either syllabic or logographic; some 500 have been counted but the syllabic signs in regular and frequent use are no more than 70 and mostly are of the type $a$ (vowel) or $na$ (consonant + vowel). Of the logographic signs some are very rare.

The fourth script is Syllabic Cyprian, used in Cyprus during most of the first millennium bc (until the fourth–third century bc) to write the local Greek dialect. The script itself was adapted from an earlier second-millennium script used in Cyprus, still undeciphered, conventionally called Cypro-Minoan, and distantly related to the ancestors of Linear B. Its later descendant, Syllabic Cyprian, has some 56 signs all of which are syllabic (of the $a$, $na$ type). There are no logographic signs (except for the numerals).

The fifth script needs no introduction: it is the Greek alphabet for which we have definite evidence in the Greek islands, the Greek colonies, and the Greek mainland from the mid-eighth century bc to present days; it is the ancestor of our own alphabet. Letter shapes, letter values, letter ordering, and letter names are derived from forms of writing used for Semitic languages (probably Phoenician). We are back again to an Indo-European language which borrows a script used for Semitic. The traditional view is that the Greeks borrowed an alphabet where each sign represented a consonant but the vowels were ignored: their great contribution consisted in adapting some of the old signs or devising new signs for the vowels; a less traditional view is that we ought to understand the so-called Semitic alphabets as syllabaries where each sign indicated a consonant followed by a potential vowel and we ought to attribute to the Greeks the discovery of the alphabetic principle according to which different signs are used in correspondence to different segments, be they vowels or consonants.

The five scripts and, so to speak, their accompanying circumstances have notable similarities: chronologically and geographically they are not too distant from each other. Moreover, they are all used for Indo-European languages, and they can be grouped in pairs or triplets used for the same language or closely related languages. Yet, the scripts are also very different; we may group them into two or three of the traditional typological classes (logographic-syllabic, syllabic, and alphabetic) but we should remember that the four non-alphabetic scripts show considerable divergencies. Genetically, the differences are still greater. Only one
script, Hieroglyphic Luwian, was originally devised for the language for which we see it used or for a closely related language; the other scripts were variously borrowed or adapted, and sometimes had remote origins both in time and space. The material support of the four scripts differs too (the importance of this should not be underestimated): the bulk of the cuneiform Hittite texts is found on highly refined clay tablets (though other materials were used too); Linear B is found on rough clay tablets and pots; Hieroglyphic Luwian on rock and stone monuments but also on seals, lead strips, and possibly on wood; Syllabic Cyprian on stone, metal, and occasionally pots; the Greek alphabet on stone, wood, metal, papyrus, leather, waxed tablets, etc. Historically and sociologically the background is obviously difficult to define; Cuneiform Hittite in its *floruit* period belongs to the archives of an important Empire and is mainly used for religious, administrative, legal, and literary texts. Linear B also belongs to royal archives in various parts of Greece but what we have is of a purely administrative nature. Hieroglyphic Luwian is largely found in monumental texts set up by kings or men in power but is also attested in a few private letters by merchants and in a few economic documents. Syllabic Cyprian was mostly used for public inscriptions, but is also found in private documents (dedications, graffiti, etc.). The Greek alphabet, after its first beginnings, is less limited in usage than any of the other four scripts—not least because we know more about it. It has often been noticed that even in early Greece writing was not an esoteric craft, since some of our earliest texts are casual graffiti (Jeffery 1961: 62; 1982: 831 f.).

If we take these five scripts as our testing ground what can we learn about the questions I asked above? Do we want to imagine the development of writing as a continuous striving towards the segmental representation of speech, that is towards the alphabet? Do we believe that as soon as the possibility of alphabetic writing looms on the horizon no one can resist it? If that were so, the fact could be used to support the view that writing in its proper manifestation is entirely dependent on speech. The point must be clarified. On this assumption the ideal form of script is the phonetic alphabet: in theory anything written in a narrow phonetic transcription can be read correctly by anyone who knows the symbols, whatever his linguistic knowledge; speech is not perfectly represented but a

valiant attempt is made at doing so. Should we then understand the various forms of writing as successive attempts at the creation (or discovery) of the phonetic alphabet? Of the ancient scripts which we know the Greek alphabet is perhaps the one which comes closest to the phonetic alphabet, though it falls well short of it; if it is in fact the case that everything yields to the Greek alphabet and that the alphabetic principle automatically takes over as soon as it appears on the scene, this can be used as an argument for a real dependence of writing on speech.

Of these questions some are unanswerable. The first question I propose to consider with the help of the scripts I mentioned concerns the way in which logographic-syllabic scripts innovate before the appearance of the alphabet or in a period when the alphabet is present or approaching. Of our scripts the only one which survived is the alphabet and it is the closest to the ideal phonetic alphabet: an argument in favour of the original hypothesis. On the other hand a close look at the development of the other scripts may lead to different conclusions. Together with the cuneiform script the Hittites acquired one of the most remarkable features of their writing, namely the use of Sumerograms for a large number of words; to these they added Akkadograms in large number. A look at a text will not at first sight show anything odd; regular cuneiform signs appear all through, but reading will reveal a number of words not written in Hittite: some are Sumerian word signs, some Akkadian word-signs. We can look at the starting passage from the Apology of Hattusilis III, a thirteenth-century ac king (Otten 1981: 4 ff.). I print first the transliteration (with the Sumerograms in Roman capitals, the Akkadograms in Italics, and the Hittite forms in italics) and then a literal translation.

1 UM-MA esterday-nu HA-at-tu-si-li LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-a-ti
2 DUMU esterday-li LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-at-ti
3 DUMU.DUMU-ŠA esterday-pi-li-u-ma LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-at-ti
4 ŠA.BAL esterday-at-su-li LUGAL URUK-un-sušar
5 ŠA PSTAR pa-ra-a ha-an-da-an-da-tar me-ma-ah-ši
6 na-ar DUMU.NAM.LU.LUŠ-aš-ta-ma-ša-du . . .

1 'Thus (spoke) the Tabarna Hattusili, Great King, King of the land of Hatti,
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1 UM-MA esterday-nu HA-at-tu-si-li LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-a-ti
2 DUMU ystery-li LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-at-ti
3 DUMU.DUMU-ŠA ystery-pi-li-u-ma LUGAL.GAL LUGAL KUR [URU]Ha-at-ti
4 ŠA.BAL ystery-at-su-li LUGAL URUK-un-sušar
5 ŠA PSTAR pa-ra-a ha-an-da-an-da-tar me-ma-ah-ši
6 na-ar DUMU.NAM.LU.LUŠ-aš-ta-ma-ša-du . . .

1 'Thus (spoke) the Tabarna Hattusili, Great King, King of the land of Hatti,
son of Mursili, Great King, King of the land of Hatti,
3 his grandson of Suppililiuma, Great King, King of the land of Hatti,
4 descendant of Hattusili, King of Kussar:
5 "I shall say of the power of (the goddess) Istar,
6 and let everyone hear of it . . . ."

A literal rendering of the text which made use of English for the Hittite words, of Latin (in capitals) for the Sumeroforms, and of French (in italics) for the Akkadian forms, would read as follows:

1 'De cette façon the Tabarna Hattusili (spoke), MAGNUS REX, REX REGIONIS Hatti,
2 FILIUS of Mursili, MAGNUS REX, REX REGIONIS Hatti,
3 NEPOS à lui de Suppiluliuma, MAGNUS REX, REX REGIONIS Hatti,
4 PROGNATUS de Hattusili, REX of Kussar:
5 "De Istar I shall say the power,
6 and let OMNES hear of it . . . ."

It is certain that the Sumeroforms (a modern conventional term) were read aloud as Hittite words; probably the same happened to the Akkadian forms. In effect these signs or sequences of signs had the same functions which the Arabic numbers or the odd abbreviations like the amperstand have in our texts. But why did the Hittite scribes make their task so difficult? Is it all to be explained with the origin of the script and the conservative nature of writing systems? The Akkadians acquired from the Sumerians a number of word-signs and the Hittites acquired from the Akkadians both these and Akkadian word-signs; it is only natural inertia which preserved them even when they were oddities no longer understood? This view is demonstrably erroneous. Recent work has shown that in some instances the early Hittite texts regularly use Hittite syllabic spelling where the late texts use Sumeroforms or Akkadian forms. Thus the word for 'back, behind', Hittite appek is written a-ap-pa-an in the older texts but FGI or FGI-(pa)-an (the Sumerian EGIIR means 'behind') in the later texts (Friedrich and Kammenhuber 1975: 149); the word for 'not', Hittite natta, is written na-at-ta in the early texts, but in the late texts the Akkadian UL or U.UL is used (Houwink Ten Cate 1970: 46–9).

spelling, the result of a deliberate innovation, is less close to speech than the old one. Let us now turn to Hieroglyphic Luwian. We ought to remember that the script was developed for the Hittite or Luwian languages, and that it was certainly developed and used by scribes who knew cuneiform. Yet, while Cuneiform has signs for syllables of the type a, an, and (more rarely) kan, Hieroglyphic Luwian has only signs of the a and na type, which makes it far more difficult to represent the closed syllables (consonant + vowel + consonant) which certainly existed in the language. In Cuneiform a sequence like ann an would be written (a)-an-na-an, but in Hieroglyphic it could only be written a-na-na; the same spelling would also have to be used if the word ended in -a and not in -n. Yet to have signs of the an type leads to a system with a larger number of signs; the scribes happily gave up the possibility of bringing their script closer to speech in order to keep the number of signs down. Even more striking, however, is the way in which Hieroglyphic Luwian developed. An old view is that in the later texts the script had developed or was developing into a semi-alphabet: signs of the na type had effectively come to have an n value. We now know more and realize that this is wishful thinking; in the late stages the script became more and more syllabic (Morpurgo Davies and Hawkins 1978: 781 f.). Consider for instance the two signs nos. 376 and 377 Laroche which probably originated as pictorial representations (a pointing finger or an arrow) of the demonstrative 'this' (Luwian za-). In the second millennium there was only one sign which had the value za/i (i). In the first millennium we have two signs: no. 377 za (g) and no. 376 zi (g). We can probably understand how the two signs were developed: za arose from a ligature of the earlier za/i sign with no. 450 Laroche d (g); the older sign shape is then reserved for zi. A similar development is attested for another couple of signs.

In other words, starting with signs of the za/i type, the script could have easily turned into an alphabet, but in fact moved towards a regular syllabic system (Morpurgo Davies and Hawkins 1978). This interpretation is confirmed by a further example. The sign for wu (and possibly uwa, no. 105 Laroche) is attested from our earliest texts; it is an ox or cow head (g) and the Luwian word for ox or cow is uwa or waw-I-. Hence the origin is clear. The sign for mi (no. 391 Laroche) is equally well known; it is formed by four
parallel strokes (מנש) and is also used to indicate the number 4: the Luwian word for "4" was "mawwa- or "miw-". In the early period the four strokes had the value "ma\i", while in the later period the sign stands for "mi" only. At an early stage a new sign mu (no. 107 La-roche) was created by the simple device of adding four strokes to the cow's head: m + u = mu (\u2013). Here too it all works as if in the second millennium the four strokes practically had an "m" value and were then joined to u according to principles which are almost alphabetic; later on the new mu sign was taken as an unanalyzable sign. In other words, in the first millennium BC when Semitic consonantal writing (an alphabet according to most scholars) was well known in the region, the script was moving away from the alphabet and was developing into a well-organized syllabary. Is this perverse tendency a peculiarity of Anatolia?

The answer is likely to be negative if we consider what happened in Greek territory. There Linear B, a syllabic script, is used for Greek in the second millennium; as we have seen, a distantly related syllabic script is also used for Greek at Cyprus. But we are now in the first millennium and Syllabic Cyprian is used in preference to, but concurrently with, the Greek alphabet. How does it compare with Linear B? There are some innovations, but none of these is alphabetic in nature; the number of signs is smaller and the syllabary has simply become a better organized syllabary with stricter rules which determine its use. The conclusion at this stage seems trivial but clear: the alphabetic principle has no magic power which influences the destiny of other forms of writing; as Cuneiform Hit-tite shows, in the development of writing there is no necessary tendency towards an increasingly exact phonetic rendering of speech. Other, and contradictory, types of development seem to occur, Some may well be determined by speed requirements: it is faster to write Ū, UL or UL than to write na-at-ta, nor is there any reason to suppose that this would have caused reading difficulties. We constantly tend to forget that the people who wrote these texts knew, far better than we do, the language they were writing in. There may be a tendency to keep the number of signs down and, at least for the period and the part of the world I am concerned with, there seems to be a general tendency towards a clarification and simplification of the writing system and of the principles on which it operates. Hieroglyphic Luwian becomes fully syllabic; Syllabic Cyprian, if contrasted with Linear B, has abolished all logograms.

and clarified some of the conventions, that is it has become the perfect syllabary. This too is something which would deserve further study: a writing system which is typologically consistent is no easier to use than one that is not, nor I suspect is it less prone to ambiguous writings. If so, what prompts this movement towards typological consistency? Did the pedagogical needs of the writing schools have any part in it? 21

So much for the thesis that once the shift from pictographic to non-pictographic has been accomplished scripts inevitably tend towards the alphabet. My next objective is to consider whether the development of the interiorization of the alphabet (to use Professor Ong's expression) is in fact responsible, as has sometimes been argued, for a complete change in the modes of thought of the users. I cannot obviously tackle the question in full here. Is it true that Plato could not have discussed moral justice as he did, had he not belonged to a society which was both literate and 'alphabetic'? I prefer to leave aside this problem—to my mind insoluble—and turn to a humbler sort of question. I shall discuss two different types of evidence in turn. I start with something which is for us entirely trivial: though we are fully aware of the possibility of forging documents we still tend to assume that proof of the validity of some statements is best found in the written text. There are moments in one's life when birth certificates must be produced; less solemn occasions when passports must be shown. Both in private and in public life we trust written more than verbal communication (or so we say). On a recent occasion the British Prime Minister is reported to have said in Parliament: 'The NCB has made its position clear in writing. I believe this is the best basis on which to enter into negotiations—to make it clear in writing.' (Speech of 24 January 1985 reported in The Times of 25 January 1985: 4). We are fully entitled to think that this attitude is the product of literacy. If we now turn to ancient Greece we may draw attention to at least one example of a similar attitude. The historian Thucydides (vii. 8. 2) reports that in 414 bc the Athenian General Nicias, who was worried about the position of his army in Sicily, composed a written message to send to Athens; we are told that he did not send a verbal message since he was afraid that his messengers would not report the full truth either because they were not good at speaking or because they did not have sufficient memory or because they wanted to please the
crowds. Nicias' decision to write was obviously a new step; hence Thucydides' explanation of his motives. According to scholars interested in the techniques of communication in Greece, this passage reveals how deep was the technological transformation which was happening in Athenian society as the result of literacy (Longo 1981: 82). The interpretation is no doubt correct, and reveals that Thucydides at least, and probably Nicias, if the story is true, shared our feelings about the greater reliability of the written text; let us not forget, incidentally, that Nicias was certainly capable of writing and would probably have written the letter himself. Yet the attitude which prompted Nicias' decision is not peculiar to Greek literacy. Let us now look at another letter written almost one thousand years earlier. It is in Hittite, written in cuneiform, and was sent by an Anatolian king to Amenophis III of Egypt in the early fourteenth century BC in connection with the possibility of a royal marriage (VBoT 2; Rost 1956: 328 f.). It reads, "I do not trust Kalbaya. He said it as a word, but it is not put down on a tablet. If you really wanted my daughter, would I not give her to you? Of course I shall give her to you. Send back in a hurry Kalbaya together with my messenger. And write me back this thing/word on a tablet." The odds are that the king, who dictated this message to his scribe, was illiterate (as was the normal pattern); nevertheless he was interested in a written commitment: words are words and he wanted it in writing. From this point of view syllabic literacy by proxy (because this was the position of the Anatolian king) and alphabetic direct literacy (the position of the Greek general and that of Mrs Thatcher, the British Prime Minister) do not differ.

I turn now to my second type of evidence. If we take for granted that there is a connection, of whatever nature, between writing and language we might a priori expect that knowledge of a particular form of writing is likely to influence an individual's perception of linguistic phenomena. This is no doubt true in the modern world. There are linguistic concepts, such as that of word, which most speakers of English assume are entirely clear, and yet cause desperate problems to linguists. The layman does not worry since he 'knows' what a word is: a word is something which, when written, appears between two empty spaces, and he has learned at school how to divide words. I want to consider whether at this level we can recognize some fundamental difference between alphabetic and for instance syllabic writers. The discussion, however, needs some introduction and a digression. It is often said—wrongly—that alphabetic texts provide more information about the language in which they are written than any other form of script. This is, or may be, true, for some phonological aspects of language, but need not be true for other aspects. An example is enough: in common with other Near-Eastern languages Cuneiform Hittite and Hieroglyphic Luwian mark some written words with special symbols (determinatives); these in practice correspond to a semantic and grammatical classification of linguistic units: we have determinatives for god, man, woman, city, country, river, flesh, leather, cloth, vessel, and so on. The Near-Eastern word lists which we have preserved and which are often trilingual (Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite), are sometimes organized on the basis of the determinative which precedes the word. Determinatives do not always make 'concrete' distinctions. In Hieroglyphic Luwian verbs of movement (including 'go', 'come', 'bring', 'transport', and so on) tend to be marked by one of two possible determinatives, that is by one of two signs (nos. 90 and 93 Laroche) which have the shape of a foot and a reversed foot respectively: the foot is used for verbs of coming or bringing (movement towards the speaker); the reversed foot for verbs of going (movement away from the speaker). In the language the distinction is largely semantic but partly grammatical too. Are these facts not revealing both for the language and for the analysis which its speakers make of it?

Eric Havelock (1982: 8) in his description of what he calls 'the alphabetic mind' argues that 'the alphabet converted the Greek spoken tongue into an artefact, thereby separating it from the speaker and making it into a "language", that is an object available for inspection, reflection, analysis'; he then proceeds to ask: 'Was this merely a matter of creating the notion of grammar?' Whatever the answer to the question, the implication is that, if nothing else, at least the start of grammatical thought must be seen as the result of the diffusion of the alphabet. Is the claim acceptable? Once again, I shall not tackle the main question—what determined the creation of grammar in Greece—partly because this would oblige me to consider at what stage we assume grammatical thought or grammar proper started. I shall simply discuss a detail. In contrast with classical Greek texts, the syllabic texts I have described are highly informative about two notions, which, if we are to judge
from the Greek developments, are essential for grammatical analysis. I refer to the notions of word and syllable.

We have far clearer ideas about what was taken to be a word in Cuneiform Hititite, Hieroglyphic Luwian, Linear B, and Syllabic Cyprian than we do for the much later period in which the Greeks wrote. The reason is that in all these syllabaries word-division is regularly marked—either with empty spaces as in Cuneiform Hititite, or with special signs used as word dividers, as in Hieroglyphic Luwian and in Linear B, or with special writing conventions, as in Syllabic Cyprian. In classical Greek inscriptions the writing is continuous: no word-division, no capitals, no accents, and no real breathings. Since, as Havelock rightly observes, there is no unambiguous Greek word for ‘word’, it follows that we do not know until relatively late whether the Greeks had or did not have a notion of word. For Havelock (1982: 289 f.) this first appears in the fifth century BC: ‘Archaic terminology had described human language synthetically, as song, speech, utterance, saying, talk, (Neither ἐπος nor λόγος originally signified the separated word)’; by contrast in Aristophanes (fifth century BC) one detects an increasing tendency to view language as though it were broken up into bits and pieces ...’. The new terminology is fostered by ‘new habits of seeing language as a physical thing’; in their turn these habits are largely due to the new writing technology. Yet neither Havelock nor others have noticed that some notion of word existed in Greek territory as early as the second millennium BC: Linear B scrupulously divides words. It could be objected that a question of continuity arises. Even if Linear B word-division points to some grammatical notion of word—however subconscious—in the second millennium, why cannot we assume that this was lost and was then ‘rediscovered’ in the fifth century under the impact of the new literacy, as suggested by Havelock? The answer here is not too difficult to find. First, we have word-division, albeit with different means, in Syllabic Cyprian in the first millennium; secondly, and far more important given the isolation of Syllabic Cyprian, word-division of sorts appears in some archaic alphabetic inscriptions (sixth–fifth centuries). There, in contrast with the later inscriptions, one or more dots are occasionally used to separate words. Does anything indicate that the Mycenaean notion of word and the alphabetic Greek notion of word are the same? This too can be supported. Mycenaean word-dividers mostly overlap with modern spacing but do not always do

so. What they mark off is an accentual unit, that is either a single accented element or a sequence of accented and unaccented elements. On this criterion an English phrase like ‘the dog’ would count as a single word and a sequence like ‘the north wind and the sun were disputing’ would consist of four words, corresponding to the four main accents of ‘north’, ‘wind’, ‘sun’, and ‘disputing’. Roughly the same division criteria, based on accent, apply to Syllabic Cyprian and to the archaic alphabetic inscriptions where words are divided. More strikingly there are passages in fourth-century authors such as Plato and Aristotle which can only make sense if Plato and Aristotle operated on the basis of a similar notion of word. Indeed that this was the dominating notion emerges from the grammatical discussions of scholars as late as Apollonius Dyscolus who wrote in the second century AD. Apollonius’ discussion starts by taking for granted the accent-based notion of word, but then expresses doubts about it and wonders whether other approaches are possible. It would be perverse, I submit, to assume that the Mycenaean Greeks round 1300 BC, the first millennium Greeks of Cyprus, the sixth- and fifth-century authors of alphabetic inscriptions which mark word-division, the fourth-century philosophers, and the late grammarians, all independently rediscovered the same criteria for word-division; it would be equally perverse to argue that in spite of all this the notion of word was absent in the early fifth century and was then rediscovered by the ‘alphabetic mind’ of some fifth- and fourth-century authors.

Similar observations may be made apropos of other notions that Havelock does not consider, those of syllable and syllabic division; here too we find a complete continuity between Mycenaean times and the much later Greek period when syllabic division was discussed (Morpurgo Davies 1986b). The continuity is all the more noticeable in that it goes against all the evidence we have about syllabic division in speech. Because of some facts of Greek metre, we assume that an intervocalic sequence such as -kt- was always split between two syllables: hence a word like Ἑκτῶρ was formed of two syllables, Ἡκτ- and -τῶρ. What we now find is that in Mycenaean writing a noun like Ἑκτῶρ is treated as formed by two syllables which are Ἡκτ- and -τῶρ, not the expected Ἡκτ- and -τῶρ. The same applies to Syllabic Cyprian. We do not find references to syllables in the linguistic sense until the fifth century BC and the Greek alphabetic texts are normally silent about syllabic division.
Yet starting with the third and possibly late fourth centuries BC it became fashionable to split words at the end of the line according to some criteria of syllabic division. In Attica at least the alphabetic texts where this is done also divide He-kōr against our expectations (Threatte 1980: 64 ff.). Later on, in the first centuries of our era, the grammarians seriously discussed the problems which arose from syllabic division. In the second century AD Herodianus produced a full set of rules and concluded once again that the correct division was He-kōr. Differently from his ancient predecessors, he also explained the rationale for his decisions. Syllabic division should be made according to the principles which govern the possible combinations of sounds at the beginning of a word. Greek words can begin with \(kt\) but cannot end with \(-k\); hence Hek- does not form a syllable and only one division is possible: He-kōr (Hermann 1923: 126–30). Here too, we find a surprising form of continuity, as revealed by writing, in what I should like to call metalinguistic reactions, from the period of the syllabic scripts down to the period of full alphabetic literacy. Can this be by chance? We know how the late grammarians explained their decisions; did they simply produce a rationalization of the principles which they had somehow inherited? What prompted the earlier decision of the first syllabic writers of Greek?

This may seem a trivial collection of details—and one which is not relevant to the main purpose of this chapter. Yet even these details lead to more general conclusions than at first appears. The last facts I have mentioned reveal a continuity of linguistic, or perhaps folk-linguistic, reactions, which lasted in Greece for more than one millennium and survived through a violent disruption such as that which signed the end of the Mycenaean civilization and a cultural renewal such as that marked by the introduction of the alphabet and the new literacy. If it is true that the 'alphabetic mind' is fundamentally different from the prealphabetic mind it is striking that it is just this type of linguistic-grammatical attitudes which survives. Havelock argues that the alphabetic revolution was shattering and not merely for grammar. I want to argue that the size of the gap between the 'alphabetic mind' and the 'syllabic mind' has been overrated, largely through the fault of omission. Undoubtedly in the ancient world there are considerable differences between illiterate and literate societies and between prealphabetic and alphabetic societies but we cannot a priori assume that these are connected with the writing technology used or with its absence, nor can we a priori define the cultural features which in any given society are likely to be affected by a change in writing technology. I have made a case for the survival of some fundamental linguistic or folk-linguistic notions in Greece through a period of loss and acquisition of literacy. It would also be possible to argue that the Near-Eastern prealphabetic civilizations were not as deprived of scientific and scholarly results, that is of those results which tend most obviously to be associated with literacy, as is sometimes assumed. There is a Sumerian proverb which reads: 'The scribal art is the mother of orators and the father of scholars' (Lambert 1960: 259)—it was written long before the alphabet was invented. The Sumerian concept of scholarship may well have been very different from our own, but serious scholarship—cuneiform scholarship—existed in the Near East earlier than in Greece, and is not the product of an alphabetic culture.

NOTES

1. Strictly speaking pictographic writing does not belong in this list since its link with language is or may be of a different order from that of the other types.
2. A comparison between the two classifications is drawn by Cardona (1981: 21 ff. and 34 f.) who should also be consulted for background information to the problems mentioned above and below.
3. This was the view held e.g. by Max Müller in the second half of last century (cf. in general Morpurgo Davies 1975).
4. Romaine (1982: 15) points out that when modern linguists speak of the death of a language they normally refer to the loss of its spoken form—which contrasts or ought to contrast with the view supported above.
5. Cf. Goody 1968: 20 ff. (see also Goody 1977): 'in Greece it was not only the alphabet which was being introduced but writing of any kind (at least, for the first time for some 300 years)'; in other words, what matters is the introduction of literacy rather than that of a specific writing system. Part of the papers collected in Goody 1968 (e.g. Gough 1968) also point out that relatively widespread literacy is possible even with nonalphabetic scripts.
7. That the alphabet is a more efficient writing system than any other is
normally accepted: cf. e.g. Scribner and Cole 1981: 239, but see also ibid. 240 for further references and observations about the efficiency and success of some syllabic scripts and of the syllabic system in general.

8. In recent years linguists, sociologists, anthropologists, and educators have done a certain amount of work about the differences between spoken and written language in the use of specific linguistic communities or even of specific individuals (cf. e.g. Greenfield 1972, O'Donnell 1974, Poole and Field 1976, and the articles collected in Tannen 1982). In comparing different scripts it would obviously be useful to know whether there is a correlation between the specific features of a script and the way in which the written and spoken norms differ in the society which uses the script in question. We ought to be able to ask questions such as: are texts in for example syllabic scripts more likely than alphabetic texts to show linguistic features which are not found in the spoken language? Unfortunately this approach is unsuitable for ancient cultures which are only known through written records—even if interesting inferences can sometimes be made in this field too (in ancient Greek it is possible to identify some features which are likely to have belonged to written language only; some inferences are possible for classical Chinese (Li and Thompson 1982), etc.).

9. Street (1984: 2) refers to the somewhat ill-defined claim that a society needs a 40 per cent literacy rate for economic 'take off'; other classifications of society development, such as that by Parsons 1966, in terms of different rates of literacy (in an 'advanced intermediate society' literacy is characteristic of all upper-class adult males), are also open to the objection that the 'quality' and uses of literacy are as important as its spread.

10. For some general data and references about these and other contemporary scripts see Hawkins 1979, as well as the standard histories of writing quoted e.g. in Gelb 1963 and Cardona 1981.

11. Gelb 1969 has suggested that the script may have been originally devised for a non-Sumerian population.


14. There is nothing 'hieroglyphic' about the script; the adjective refers to the appearance of the signs, which often are easily identifiable representations of objects, animals etc. General introductions, Laroch 1975, Meriggi 1966–75; historical data, Hawkins 1982; list of signs, Laroch 1960; new transiterations, Hawkins, Morpurgo Davies, Neumann 1973, Hawkins 1975; development of the script, Morpurgo Davies and Hawkins 1978.

15. Introduction, texts, signs etc., Masson 1983 (cf. p. 408, no. 18g for a reference to the earliest text now available which dates from the eleventh century BC). Cf. also Mitford and Masson 1982.

16. For early Greek writing see Jeffery 1961 and 1982; for the derivation of the alphabet from a Semitic script cf. Driver 1976: pt. iii; Isserlin 1982. The view that the so-called Semitic alphabets are in fact syllabaries was proposed by Gelb (1963: 146 ff.) and is still disputed.

17. At least for the four non-alphabetic scripts the types of texts we have and the material on which they are written may be determined by chance only; writing on perishable material was easily lost, it is conceivable that specific genres were confined to specific types of material support, and the evidence is not sufficient, as in the case of the alphabet, to provide adequate references to what was lost. Lack of evidence also protects us from answering a basic question: how many people were literate in the scripts listed? Some serious work has been done for Greece, and above all for Attica: cf. most recently Harvey 1966, Woodbury 1976 with the conclusion that the majority of adult Attic citizens in the fifth century BC had basic literacy; the position was different in Sparta (Cartledge 1978; Boring 1979); for most other regions and periods we do not know, though there is more information about Hellenized Egypt. Knowledge of writing in second millennium Anatolia was probably limited to scribes and we do not know what their number was; Laroch (1971: 193) refers to more than 91 different scribes whose name is known, but this means but little. The evidence is even more limited for Hieroglyphic Luwian and Cyprian, though it is worth pointing out that we have Cyprian graffiti in Egypt which look like the work of individuals (mercenaries, etc.) who were not professional scribes. For Linear B we know that at the same period there may have been some one hundred scribes at Knossos and some fifty scribes at Pylas (Olivier 1967, 1984), but we do not know what the size of the population was. It is useful to compare the data for other contemporary cultures; in his interesting studies of Egyptian literacy J. Baines (1983; Baines and Eyre 1983) suggests that in most periods only 1 per cent of the Egyptian population was literate.

18. Semiglyphs are often accompanied by phonetic complements, i.e. by Hittite terminations: DUMU-az-string has the Hittite nominative ending -az; Akkadian terms can also have Hittite phonetic complements but this is rare.

19. In modern English writing the alphabetic principle (one letter, one segment) obviously does not apply, but in a number of instances at least it could be argued that this is due to the conservative nature of
spelling which does not reflect language change. That is why I have concentrated on innovations rather than on old features.


21. A factor that we cannot test with this set of data concerns once again the extent of literacy; it would be possible to argue that when writing is limited to a small group of scribes it develops differently from when it is more widely used.

22. The same tablet contains a few sentences addressed by the writer directly to his fellow scribe: 'You, scribe, write clearly to me, and add your name (to the text). And as for the tablets which they will bring to me write them in Hittite.' Presumably neither the Anatolian nor the Egyptian king were likely to read the text by themselves.

23. Cf. the simple, but clear, discussion by Frank Palmer (1971: 41–51) which ends negatively: 'In conclusion, sadly, we have to say that the word is not a clearly definable linguistic unit.'

24. Pre-school children do not find it easy to segment speech into words, or into what we call words (Romaine 1984: 206 f.).

25. For the basic data, which cannot be given here, and for a more detailed discussion cf. Morpurgo Davies 1985 and above all 1986a.

26. For the main facts of Greek syllabification cf. Hermann 1923 and Allen 1973: 203–23. This is not the place to discuss Pulgram's views, which I find impossible to accept. Pulgram (e.g. 1981, with earlier references) knows that a Greek word like Ηκτόρ is scanned as two long syllables but nevertheless assumes that the correct syllabic division is Η-κτόρ and the first vowel is lengthened because of metrical convention. Cf. in general Morpurgo Davies 1986b.

27. In Linear B we have words like τε-κο-ιο-νε, ε-κο-ιο, ε-κο-ιο-ρι-κο, i.e. τεκιόνε, Ηκτόριο, Ηκτόριο- where the signs chosen to render the -kt- cluster (te-ko-to, e-ko-to-río) rather than *te-to, *e-to) point to a division of the He-któ (not Hek-tó) type. Similarly in Syllabic Cyprian we have forms like τιμο-νω-αν-κο-το-σε: Timonana-ktos (rather than *τιμο-νω-αν-κο-το-σε: Timonana-ktos).

28. The word syllable 'syllable' in its technical meaning first appears in the fifth century BC (possibly in AeschylusSeptem, 468 and certainly in Euripides fr. 578 Nauck); words and concept are well attested in the fourth century (Plato and Aristotle). Grammatical discussion of syllabic division is attested much later; the most complete account we have is by Herodianus in the second century AD (Hermann 1923: 123–32).


30. Speaking not of scholarship but of poetry Havelock (1982: 166 ff.) compares the translations of two passages which contain descriptions of natural events in the Epic of Gilgamesh and in the Iliad, notices that the Greek passage is less tautological and less ritualized in style than the Akkadian passage, and suggests that the difference is due to the writing form in which the two compositions were recorded: 'the deficiencies of cuneiform as an instrument of acoustic-visual recognition have discouraged the composer from packing into his verse the full variety of expression which such a description calls for; the alphabet on the other hand applied to a transcription of the same experience places no obstacles in the way of its complete phonetic translation' (1982: 172). The hypothesis is obviously untenable; I can simply observe that my experience of syllabic scripts does not make me feel that it would be impossible to write Homeric poetry in a syllabary, and that, as Havelock himself points out, the contrast between Gilgamesh and the Iliad is also capable of a different explanation.
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